Annex 3

PHOTOS OF THE PROCESS OF ENGAGING POLITICAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
HUNTING CONTROLS and PROTECTED AREA CREATION

To the left is a photo of a small workshop we held in Kindu in February
2009 for the authorities of Kailo Territory. The Lomami River runs through
or next to two sectors of Kailo and these are the two sectors that will be
most affected by an eventual protected area in the TL2 landscape. These
sectors are:
Ngengele Sector whose chief, Jeanne Machozi Ulimwengu is in the
foreground and
Balanga Sector whose chief, Botumbe Weli, is just to her left.

On 10 April 2009, the day before a large workshop for the chiefs of the
Groupements and Localités of Kailo, in Kindu, the capital of Maniema
Province, there was a training session for the Environmental Agents
serving in Kailo. At this session, opened here by the Provincial Minister
of the Environment, the TL2 Scientific Director and TL2 team leaders
taught how to recognize protected species. Enforcement was discussed.

In September 2009 just before the hunting season was re‐opened
there was a meeting of concerned authorities of Kailo, including
the provincial deputies Honorable Eugide Makoko (right) and
Honorable Chef Bushiri (left) to discuss the formation of a
provincial protected area. The meeting is being led by the current
provincial environment minister, Kinyama Omar bin Djuma

In Mbuji Mayi I was able to give a presentation to government
officials as well as heads of NGOs. In the front row in a tie is the
Honorable Lambert Elonge Deputy of Kasai Oriental and
originally from Katako Kombe. Second from the right is Gaston
Akaya who is the coordinator of local NGOs for the territory of
Katako Kombe.

Meeting in the village of Kahodi, Kasai Oriental, of Terese Hart and
Paulin Tshikaya (ICCN chef de bureau in Kindu) with the chef de
secteur of Watambola Nord, Lokalo Kelo, who is sitting on the far left,
and with the chef de chefferie des Arabisées, Lohata Pene Ngongo,
sitting next to him. August 2009

Reunion in the governor’s office in Kindu, Maniema. August 2009
The governor of Maniema (purple tie), Didier Manara Linga
The provincial environment minister (orange tie), Kinyama Omar
bin Djuma
The minister’s cabinet director (white shoes), Augustin Toko
Director of project TL2 (blue shirt, black book), Terese Hart
The ADT of the ICCN (in front of map), Benoit Kisuki
Scientific Director of project TL2 (blue tie), John Hart
The chef de bureau of the ICCN in Maniema (tallest), Paulin

